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producing the aurora while the continuum gives an upper limit to the product of

[NO] and [01 since it is attributed to the air afterglow reaction.

The photometers were used in an up-down configuration to produce detailed

vertical profiles and assessments of ground return. Six photometers viewed in the

6 .

6: forward direction and hence upward, while six others viewed aft or downward.

They were mounted with their optic axes parallel to the spin axis of the rocket.

The photometer designations and observed spectral features and their wavelengths

are indicated in Table 1. The designation PF refers to the fo rwa rd- mounted,

upward-viewing photometers, while PA refers to the aft-mounted downwa rd- viewing

instruments. The up-down configuration allows calculation of the total intensity of

the features studied along a line parallel to the rocket axis as well as their altitude

profiles. It also allows an assessment of the ground return.

Table 1. Filter Photometer Designations. Viewing Direction and Observed
Spectral Feature

Photometer Viewing Waveength Spect ral
Designation Direction A Feature

PF1 Forward 2761 2 Vegard-Kaplan (0, 6)

, PF2 Forward 3371 N Second Positive (0,0)

uPF3 Forward 3914 N 2 First Negative (0.0)pePF4 Forward 4861 Hydrogen-a

PF5 Forward 5070 Continuum

1

PAl Aft 2972 P- 1 S)

PA2 Aft 2761 N 2 Vegard-Kaplan (0,.6)

PA3 Aft 3371 N 2 Second Positive (0, 0)

PA4 Aft 3914 N First Negative (0.0)
2

PA5 Aft 4861 Hydrogen-a

PA6 Aft 5070 Continuum

1. Dick, K. A. , and Fastie, W.G. (1969) Up-down photometers for auroral profile
studies, Applied Optics ko2 4 5 7 .
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The contribution from ground return is important at wavelengths longer than

those of the ozone absorption region and must be considered in any nadir-viewing

satellite system using wavelengths longer than about 3100 A. Plots of column

emission vs time, and vs altitude on ascent and descent are included for compari-

*son with the results of model calculations.

* 2. )ESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOMETERS

Each photometer consisted of an interference filter, objective, field lens and

an integrated photomultiplier detector system as shown in Figure 1. The inter-

ference filter and objective each had a clear aperture of 25 mm. The aperture of

the field lens was 14 mm. It was located 127 mm behind the objective, resulting

in a full field-of-view of 6 degrees. This gave a solid angle of 0. 01 sr and
2throughput of 0. 04 i cm sr.

"LIE-

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Auroral-E Filter Photometers

The individual filter specifications are shown in Table 2. An additional

specification which applied to all of the filters was attenuation of 5 X 106 (referred

-: to the peak transmission) from 1800 A to 8000 A outside the passband of each filter.

The integrated photomultiplier detector systems were supplied by Epsilon

Laboratories, Inc. Each system contained an EMIlR photomultiplier encapsulated

with its own high-voltage power supply and pulse amplifier/discriminator. The

three shortest wavelength photometers were equipped with AIlR 510N-03-13 tubes

having bi-alkali photocathodes and windows of 9741 UV transmitting glass. The

other nine photometers were equipped with EMI 521N-01-CMI channel multiplier

tubes, These tubes also used bi-alkali photocathodes but had wind,vs of 7056 glass.

The output from the detector systems was collected in counters, shifted every
100 msec and telemetered to ground stations.

13



Table 2. Filter Specifications

Photometer Cent ral Peak Ba ndwidto
Designation Wavelength (1) Transmission ("o) (tWII1t) (A)

PF 1 2761 10 45

PF2 3371 20 26

P,3 3912 5 28

PF4 4843 40 40

PF5 5070 40 40

PF6 5577 11 17

PA 1 2972 10 40

A'2 2761 10 45

PA3 3371 20 26

'A4 3912 5 28

PlA5 4879 40 40

lIA6 5070 40 40

3. PHIOrOMETRIC CALIBRATION FOR NIEAStIRENIENTS OF THE
ABSOLUTE INTENSITI OF A\ SPECTRAL EMISSION FEATIRE

\\ hile filfter photometers are extrenmely useful for rocket obse rvAions of

a urora btecatuse of their simplicity, reliability ind high throuLghput, the, hive the

disadvantage of observation over a single wavelength band. As a result, knowledge

of the spectral intensity distribution of the feature must be known to interpret the

observed signal in terms of the absolute total intensity of the au roral feature.

The output of ai photometer viewing any extended source may be given by

S = (106/6-,) f(it(A) A S2 Q(A) T() d,' , (1)

-1
where S is the signal in counts sec , II (A) is the specdrAI radiance of the source

in rayleights A 1, A is the area of the aperture in cm , . is the solid angle of the

field in s r, Q (A) is the quantum efficiency of the detector, T(A) is the transmission

of the systen, which in a filter photometer is determined primarily by the filter
I *and A is the wavelength in A. T1,he integr:tion extends over the \wavelength range of

the sensitivity of the instrument. The emission of the source is expressed in

ravleighs beca use it is ai convenient nea sture of apparent column emission. 2

C2. hamberlain, .1. (1961) of'sirs at the A.urora -nd Ai hrcIw. Academir
- re-ss, New York, p. 569.
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One rayleigh equals an apparent column emission rate of 10 photons cm

column sec 1

It is convenient to combine the constant factors and instrumental parameters

in Eq. (1) together to give

S = fc(X) RlX) dA

where C(A) = (10 /4) A 1 Q(X) T(A) and has units of counts sec - R I
. The calibra-

tion function, C(A) may then be separated into a constant, C0 , and a wavelength

dependent parameter, 71(A), normalized so that C(A) equals C at A , the wavelength

of peak sensitivity. Thus 71 () becomes a relative instrumental response and C0

the absolute calibration constant. Eq. (1) then takes the form

S = C O f RAWA)1(A) dA (2)

The relative spectral response of each photometer, ??(A), was determined by

means of a continuous source followed by a monochromator arranged to illuminate

a screen large enough to fill the photometer field-of-view as shown in Figure 2.

PHOTOMETER

SCREEN Xe ARC
SOURCE

NEUTRAL
DENSITY FILTER

Figure 2. Optical Arrangement for Determining Relative
Spectral Response

The monochromator was illuminated by a high-pressure xenon arc lamp. ecause

the bandwidth of the monochromator is narrow compared with the bandwidth of the

photometers, the relative spectral responses were determined directly by dividing

the photometer signals bv the output of the monitor and normalizing the peak re-

sponses to unity. The monitor viewed the screen as shown in "igur'e 2. It con-

sisted of a photometer assembly which lacked an interference filtcr, ind ine:,surcd

variations in thu radiance of the screen which were caused p riniarilv by vari:tions

in the output of the xenon :tc lamp.

15



The absolute calibration constant of each photometer, CO . was determined by

, illuminating the screen directly with a calibrated standard lamp. The screen was

coated with Eastman White Reflectance Coating to provide a calibrated Lambertian

reflecting surface. The coating is composed of highly purified barium sulfate. It

is completely non-self-radiating and is characterized by high stability and a nearly

perfect reflecting surface. The lamp consisted of an EG&G 597-1, 1000 W quartz

halogen lamp with the ANSI designation FEL. It is calibrated in terms of spectral

irradiance at a distance of 0. 5 m from the lamp. The calibration of EG&G is

directly traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. The lamp was enclosed in

an E(, Model 597-3 lamp holder. Ihis holder is based on the NBS design des-

cribed in NBS Tech Note 594-2. A light-tight filter holder was used to mount

neutral density filters at small but different angles so that multiple reflections from

the filters were not directed onto the screen. A large black baffle was placed

midway between the lamp holder and the screen to further control stray light.

The conversion of the spectral irradiance at a distance of 0. 5 m in front of the

lamp to the spectral radiance of the screen is given by

R (A) = 2. 014 X 108 A r(A) I (0. 5!d) 2  (3)
A A

where lt (A) is the spectral radiance of the screen in units of rayleigh A', A is the

wavelength in A, r(A) is the reflectivity of the screen, I A(A) is the spectral irradiance
-2 1l

of the source at a distance of 0. 5 m in W cm - nm - 
, and d is the distance from

, the source to the screen in m. The absolute calibration constant is calculated by

rearranging Eq. (2),

C o = S/ij 11A(A) 1 (A) dA] . (4)

If the bandwidth of the photometer is narrow relative to the wavelength varia-

tion in the output of the standard lamp, as it is here, the integral in Eq. (4) may

reduce to R (A ) W where R (A ) is the spectral radiance of the screen at A ando eq Au o
W is the equivalent width defined as We = fr7 (A) dA.eq e

The absolute calibration factors and other calibration parameters are pre-

sented in Table 3. The relative spectral response for nine of the photometers is

shown in Figures 3 through 11. The high-voltage supply section failed in three of

the photometers prior to launch. The calibration data for these three were not

processed.

16
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Table 3. Photometer Calibration Parameters

Photomete r Spectral Ao WV C Co e  1
eq, o~ -1 ( 0 Hlk 1

Designation Feature (A) (A) (Cts 11 (Cts R A

PF1 2761 A 2749 48.3 5.2 252

PF2 3371 A 3370 28.2 5.6 159

PF3 3914 3913 30. 1 1.69 50.8

PF4 4843 A 4846 40. 9 6. 39 261

PF5 Continuum 5080 43.1 4.48 193

PAl 2972 2961 54.5 9.0 489

PA3 3371k 3373 28.5 6.6 189

7 PA4 39141 3913 31.0 1.49 46.3

PA6 Continuum 5079 45.0 5.73 258

The output of a photometer viewing emission from a single line is given by

S=C Rline 71 (A) (5)

where Rl is the absolute intensity of the line in rayleighs, C is the absolute
line o

calibration constant for the photometer, and 71 (Aline) is the relative spectral re-

sponse of the photometer at the wavelength, Xline' of the line emission.

For a photometer viewing a multiplet or a molecular band which consists of

individual vibration-rotation lines, the signal is given by

S =C o R band 1 i(At) ' (6)

where R band is the total intensity of the multiplet or the vibration-rotation band,

3 i is the relative intensity which each line contributes to the total, and r7(Ai) is the

relative spectral response of the photometer at each of the lines. r i 1(i) is

known as the relative band response. It is the response of the photometer to the

radiation which is distributed over the band relative to its response to radiation

which is centered completely as a line at the wavelength of peak sensitivity, A"°.' 0

The 3 's are determined by calculating a synthetic spectrum. They are normalized

so that -

For a photometer viewing a feature which has a continuous distribution of

* intensity, such as the strongly Doppler-br'oadened i line, the signal is given by

S C It j .(A) 70A) d A (7)!:, ,0

%20



r

where XWA) is the spectral distribution of intensity over the line. Here f3 (X) is

normalized to unity.

The validity of the calibration technique was corroborated by cross-calibrating

two other Auroral-E instruments which had been previously calibrated by corn-

. pletely different techniques. One instrument was the airborne spectrometer flown

by Jim Moore in the AFGL auroral observatory and calibrated by means of the
AFGL C 14 low-intensity source. This source has been intercalibrated with a

number of other sources world-wide through the intercalibration program of the

International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy.

The other instrument was the rocket spectrometer flown by Duane Paulsen.

The spectrometer was calibrated in the AFGL VUV calibration facility described4

by Huffman et al. The results of comparing the different calibration techniques

showed agreement to within 10 percent and is within the experimental errors

associated with the calibration techniques.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKET LAUNCH

The rocket payload was launched in a northeasterly direction from the Poker

Flats Research Range, Alaska (latitude: 650 7'48" N; longitude: 1470 299" W)

on 7 March 1981 at 0809 UT by a Taurus Orion rocket. This rocket, designated

A13. 030, was the first of four rockets launched in close succession as part of the

AFGL Auroral-E program. It reached an apogee of 156 km.

Payload separation occurred at 69. 0 sec (75. 8 km), exposing the aft photom-

eters. After this, the attitude control system (ACS) tilted the payload to approxi-

mately 45 degrees for nose cone ejection. The cone was ejected at 82. 0 sec

(90. 8 kin). exposing the forward photometers. After nose cone ejection, the ACS

returned the payload to a vertical position for the duration of the flight. The ACS

was set with wide limits so that it would cycle infrequently. The elevation of the

vehicle and hence the direction of the photometer fields-of-view during flights is

shown in Figure 12.

3. Torr, M. R., Espy, P. E., and Wraight, P. (1981) Intercalibration of Instru-
mentation Used in the Observation of Atmospheric Emissions: Second
Progress Report 1981, Report No. CASS-101, Center for Atmospheric and
Space Sciences, Utah State University, UMC 41, Logan, Utah 84322.

4. Huffman, R. E., LeBlanc, F. J., Larrabee, J. C., and Paulsen, D. E. (1980)
Satellite vacuum ultraviolet and auroral observations, J. Geophys. Res.
85:2201.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 N2 Ist Negative (0,0) at 3914

The bright emission at 3914 1 arises from the 0, 0 band of the N IN system.

Emission from this system has long been used as a monitor of incident electron

flux because of its direct proportionality to the ionization rate. The nitrogen ions

which give rise to the N IN system are caused by simultaneous ionization and

excitation of the N 2 molecule,

N2(X I +Yg) + M -* N 2 +(B 2 2 +) + M + e, (8)
2 u

where M may be an exciting electron or proton. This initial excitation is followed

by decay of the B state to the ground state of the ion with emission of the Ist

negative system:

+ 2+ N+ (X 2Z+ + hVlN(9)
N2 B u 2 g I

The decay is optically allowed and occurs rapidly. Shemansky and Broadfoot
6

calculate a lifetime for the B state as 9 X 10 - 8 sec; thus the transition occurs

without collisional quenching of the upper state at altitudes associated with the

5. Bates, D. R. (1949) The intensity distribution in the nitrogen band systems
emitted from the earth's upper atmosphere, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London),
Ser. A. W:217.

6. Shemansky, D.E., and Broadfoot, A. L. (1971) Excitation of N 2 and N2 systems
by electrons. I: Absolute transition probabilities, J. Quant. Spectrosc.
Radiat. Transfer 11:1385.
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auroral-E layer. The peak in the cross-section for this reaction occurs about

100 eV for M as electrons. 7

As the transition belongs to Hund's case (b). P and R branches are formed.

The wavelengths of the lines in these branches were determined by using the

spectroscopic constants given by Huber and Herzberg. 8 ignoring p-type doubling.

The relative intensities of the lines within the band is given by the product of the

line strengths and the Boltzman factor, and, because N 2 is a homonuclear diatomic

molecule, a statistical weight due to the effect of nuclear spin. The line strengths

were taken from the compilation of line strengths given by Kovacs. 9 The Boltzman

factor was calculated using the rotational constants of the ground state of the neutral

molecule because, owing to the smallness of the electron mass, no significant

change in the angular momentum of the system is produced as it is excited by elec-

tron impact. Therefore the distribution of molecules over the different levels in
10

the upper electronic state is practically the same as the ground state. The re-

sulting synthetic spectra are shown in Figure 13 at neutral temperatures ranging

from 200°K to 1000°K. The broadening of the band as the higher rotational states

are populated at higher temperatures is clearly shown.

WAVELENGTH 'A)

Figure 13. S 'ynthetic Spectra of N+ I N(O. 0) at 3914 Aat
Temiperatures From~ 200'N to I 00 1K

(Due to the ia rgc numbert of rein rences cite(!.' b) ice, t hev %%ill tiol be listed heren.
Seet Jefue fce'S, p)a!. Y).
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The band was observ2d by upward-viewing photometer PF3 and downward-

viewing photometer PA4. The relative band response of N 2 1NG(O. 0) with

photometers PF3 and PA4 is shown in Figures 14 and 15. The relative band re-

sponse, and therefore the sensitivity of the photometer, drops as the neutral

temperature rises.

I.

0.0

, 0o.z0

cc

' Figure 14. Relative Band
< O.W e Response of N IN(0, 0) and

.* Photometer PF3 at Neutral
,. Temperatures Between

200'K and 1000°K
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Unfortunately photometer PA4 suffered from sporadic high voltage failure as

shown in Figure 16, which plots the raw signal and the high-voltage monitor vs

time. Despite sporadic high-voltage failure, it can be seen that there are periods

of useful data.

4.0,

1.0

4 (

T IME (sec)

Figure 16. PA4 Signal and High Voltage Mlonitor Outputs
.. vs Time

II-

."The apparent column emission of N+ I N(0, 0) as measured by the upwa rd-

02

"-"viewing photometer PF3 is plotted in Figure I17 vs time and in I'igures 18 and 19

.. vs altitude for the upleg and downleg portions of the flight respectively. Tile same

" series of plots for the downward- viewing photomecter PAk4 is given in Figures 20,

~21 and 22. The signal from photometer PA4 below about 100 kni is due to ground

return. This is caused predominantly b%- auroral radiation from the entire sk'-

which is reflected from the snow -covetred Alaskan terrain below tile rocket. Tile

• amount reflected from the terrain brightened from about 1000 R at the beginning of

the data taking period to as much as 15uu !t at the end of the flight. Plots of tile

sum of the signals from the upward -viewing and downward-viewing photometers

r-are useful to separate altitude variations fromi timec variations and also to simiulate

,.the signal which would be observed from a sitellite system) looking down at the

Sauroral-E layer from above. The sumI Of tile Lip and down signals is plotted as a

d 25

,--J
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function of time in Figure 23, and as functions of altitude for the upleg and downiu-g

portions of the flight in Figures 24 ard 25 respectively.

Although gaps in the data are left where the high-voltage power supply failed
on the dowvn-viewing photometer, the data still aire adequate to show a genera

* . brightening from about 2500 Rt at the beginning of the data taking period to a peak

radiance of about 3000 Rt at about 200 sec after launch. The data from the down-
leg portion of the flight shows small pulsations with a period of atpproximatel\y

* 20 seconds. It should be pointed out that these sums include the effect of ground

* return of approximately 1000 Ii. The total column emission from the atmosphere

Aone, not including the contribution from the ground return, was about 1200 Fl.

5.2 N.-) 2nd( Po~qifive (0,0) at 3371 ~

The emission at 3371 karises fromn the 0, 0 band of thec N and positive systcm.

This systemn is excited by electron impact of ground state nitrogen to the C state

in the tr-iplet system:

N (X lN+ e~ eN (C 3 11)+ e, (10)2~ 9 2 u

followed by decay of the C state to the B state with emission of the 21~ system,

N 3C 11 N (1N2 ( 3 [1 ) + hr 2P(11

g1

While the peak in the cross-section for excitation of the N 2 IN system occurs

.2

atbout 100 uV, the cross-section for the reaction given by Eq. (10) is strongly

peaked aibout 15 eV. A value of 0. 38 io1lb1 cm 2has been measured by
ShemanskY and Broadfoot. 1

The decay is optically allowed and occurs rapidly with a lifetime given as

-8 6.--

9 1/ 10 -sec. 6 Therefore, like the N2 IN system, collisional quenching of the

C state is negligibly small at altitudes associated with the aororal-E layer.

11. Shemanskv, L. E., and iBroadfoot, A. L. 1971) excitation of N and N2 systems
by electrons, 11: f i xcitation cross-sections and N, ii'(; low pressure

" afterglow, J. Quant.tSpectrosc. ladiat. Transfer, 11:1401.
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0

The transition in Eq. (11) belongs to Hund's case (a), each sub-band consisting

of a strong P branch, a strong R1 branch, and, except for 0 I1o, a weak Q

branch. In calculating the synthetic spectrum we have included the effect of

multiplet splitting but neglected A-type doubling. Since we neglected A-type

doubling, we did not have to consider the intensity alternation usually associated

with nuclear spin in homonuclear diatomics. This is because the unresolved

doublet consists of both the strong and weak line in the pair. The molecular con-

- stants were taken from the compilation of Huber and Herzberg, and the line
9

strengths from Kovacs. As in the previous case, ground state molecular con-

stants were used in computing the Boltzman factor. The resulting synthetic spectra

are shown in Figure 26. The three separate branches are clearly shown: +he P

branch forming the band head, the 11 branch which is shaded strongly toward

shorter wavelengths and shows the rotational structure and the weak Q branch

which is evident between the P and H branches.

The emission from this band was observed by upward-viewing photometer PF2

and downward-viewing photometer PA3. The relative band responses of N 2 2PG(0, 0)

with these photometers are shown in Figures 27 and 28.

The apparent column emission of N,, 2P(0, 0) as measured by the upward-

viewing photometer PF2 is plotted in Figure 29 vs time and in Figures 30 and 31

vs altitude for the upleg and downleg portions of the flight. The same series of

plots for the downward-viewing photometer PA3'isgiven in Figures 32, 33 and 34.

As in the case of the 3914 A band, there is significant radiation observed by

the downward-viewing photometer which is attributable to ground return. Inter-

preting radiation observed when the rocket was looking downward from below 100 km

as due to ground return, the amount brightened from about 310 It at the beginning

of the data-taking period to as much as 460 it at about 300 sec after launch.

Plots of the sum of the signals from the upward-viewing and downward-viewing

. photometers are given as a function of timc in Figure 35, and as functions of alti-

t tude for the upleg and downleg portions of the flight in Figures 36 and 37, respcc-

* . tively. The summed signals clearly show that the structure which appears on the

individual upward-viewing and downward-viewing altitude plots is a variation in

the total intensity of the aurora during the time of the flight and not a true altitude

variation.

The total radiance which would be observed from a satellite system looking

down at the aurora would have been about 925 It. The column ni.ission from tfi,

itnisphere a lone was 625 It.

.10
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5.3 N2 Vegard-Kaplan (0,6) at 2761 A

The N 2 Vegard-Kaplan bands are produced by transitions from the lowest term

in the triplet system to the singlet ground state,

N2 3 )u N2(X I ;+) + hvK (12)

The production of the A 3:+ state is dominated by cascading from upper levels
g

in the triplet system which are produced by electron impact. The triplet state with

the greatest production cross-section is the C state. The C state cascades to the

B state producing the 2nd positive system discussed e.rrlier, and the B state

cascades in turn to the A state producing the Ist positive system. A full set of
12

equations describing the cascading processes is given by Cartwright et al.

The A 3 -, X 1 Z transition is an electric dipole transition although
u g

"forbidden" by the difference in total electron spin between the two states. As the

A state is a metastable state, quenching becomes an important loss process. A

lifetime of - 2 sec has been measured by Shemansky. 13 Thie lifetime corresponds
" 14

to a quenching height of about 145 kin, the quenching height being defined as the

height at which the emission rate is reduced to one-half of its unquenched value.

Above this height the quenching rapidly becomes negligible, whilc below, its effects

are severe.

The A 32- state deviates from Hund's case (b) because the triplet levels are
u

split and the levels separable. The slight splitting between levels with different J

and equal K is due to interactions resulting from vibration and rotation, along with

a large contribution from electron spin-spin interaction. 15, 16 This splitting re-
10

sults in four branches, which using the nomenclature of Herzberg, are designated
R. RQ, PQ and P. The values of the molecular constants used to calculate the

positions of the lines were taken from the compilation of Huber and Herzberg.

The intensities are given by the product of the line strengths, the Boltzman

factor and, again, as this is a homonuclear diatomic molecule, a statistical weight

due to the interaction of nuclear spin with the total electron spin. The line strengths
13

were taken from Shemansky, and the Boltzman factor was calculated using the

molecular constants of the ground state for the reasons given earlier.

The synthetic spectra at temperatures ranging from 200'K to 1000°K is shown

in Figure 38. The band is broader than the N+ Ist negative or the N2 2nd positive

bands, and therefore, the relative band response of the photometer would be ex-

pected to be strongly dependent on the temperature of the neutrail atmosphere.

(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here.
See References, page 59.
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Figure 38. Synthetic Spectra of N 2 \VK(O,6) at 2761 Aat Temperatures From
200K to 10001K

The emission from the band was observ2d by the upward-viewing photometer

PF1. The high-voltage power supply failed prior to launch in the downward-

viewing photometer planned to measure this radiation. The relative band reponse

of the band with the upward-viewing photometer is shown in Figure 39. The strong

variation of the relative band response, and hence the sensitivity of the instrument,

varies from a high of 0. 8 for a neutral atmosphere temperature of 200°K to only

0. 5 for a neutral atmosphere of 1000°K.

The apparent column emission of the N 2 VK(0, 6) is given vs time in Figure 40,

and vs altitude on upleg and downleg in Figures 41 and 42. The apparent column

emission varies from a maximum of about 160 R looking upward at 85 km to about

75 R at the apogee of 156 km. The fall off of the intensity with altitude is notice-

ably less than that of either the N 2 +st negative or the N 2 2nd positive bands,

indicating proportionately less production at lower altitude3. This is consistent

with a higher susceptability to quenching. The continued increase in the observed

L intensity below 100 km on downleg is, however, perplexing.

3 6K 'i. .:---
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5.4 OI(1S- 3 P) at 2972 A

Like the "green line" at 5577 A, the emission at 2972 results from decay
of the 1S state of atomic oxygen. While the emission at 5577 A results from
ID - 1S transition, the emission at 2972" A is produced by decay of the S state to

the 3 ground state. The ratio of the intensity of 2972 A to that at 5577 1 is given
14

by the theoretical transition probabilities as 0. 06. The great advantage of using

emission at 2972 A instead of 5577 k in a system which looks down at the earth is

that the emission at 2972 A which is directed downward is absorbed by ozone in

the stratosphere and hence the observed signal has no contribution due to ground

return. This is clearly evident in the downward-viewing photometer signals in

Figure 43 which shows a plot of the signal vs time and in Figures 44 and 45 which

plot the signal vs altitude for the upleg and downleg portions of the flight. In con-

trast to the longer wavelength photometers, there is negligible signal observed

below about 85 km.

While the 2972 1 line does not have a contribution due to ground return, it is

not as bright as the 5577 A line, and in addition the signal is contaminated by other

bands in the two molecular nitrogen systems discussed earlier. The nitrogen bands

which contribute to the signal are the 2, 0; 3, 1 and 4, 3 bands of the 2nd positive

system and the 0, 7 and 0, 8 bands in the Vegard-Kaplan system. The amount of

this contribution is evaluated and assessed by using the data from the photometers

wahich measured the intensity of the 2nd positive system in the 0, 0 band at 3371 A,
and the Vegard-Kaplan system in the 0, 6 band at 2761 A.

The total signal observed by photometer PA l at height, z, may be considered

as the sum of the contributions from atomic oxygen and the molecular niteogen

bands, that is,

S(IA 1, z, = [S(2972;z) + S(2P;2, 0;z) + S(2P;3, 1;z) + S(2P;4, 3;z)

+ S(VK;0, 7;z) + S(VK; 1, 8;z)] . (12)

Here S(2972,z) refers to that part of the signal due to the 2972 A emission and is

given by

S(2972;z) = C (PAl) R(2972;z) h(PA1, 2972) . (13)
O
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The contribution to the signal from the molecular bands are of the form

S(2P;2,0;z) C (PAl) R(2P;2,O;z) fj(2P;2,0) rl(PA1;A (2P;2,0)) . (14)
0"J

where n(PAl;,N (2P;2, 0)) refers to the relative spectral response of photometer PA I

at the wavelengths of the lines in the 2, 0 band of the 2nd positive system. The 0Is

are normalized so that

The 0 's are calculated by means of synthetic spectra which are calculated as

described earlier for the other bands in the systems. C and g(A) are determined

by the calibration procedure. The R's are determined by using the signals in the

other photometer channels which measured the intensity due to 2nd positive and

Vegard-Kaplan emission, and the relative intensities of the bands taken from the
* tables of predicted relative intensities of bands in an electron aurora by Valiance
"" 14
* Jones. The values of relative intensity applicable to this work are reproduced

in Table 4.

Table 4. Predicted-Relative Intensities in an Electron
Aurora (see Reference 14)

Wavelength Relative Intensity

System, Band Origin (k) (5577 i= 100)

21P; 0, 0 3371 30.68

2P; 2, 0 2976 1.88

2P; 3. 1 2961 1.04

2P; 4, 3 2952 0.40

2P; Total System 113

VK; 0, 6 2761.5 2.88

VK; 0, 7 2936.4 2.72

VK; 1,8 2997.7 1.68

VK; Total System 55
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The radiincea of ttc -, 0; 3. I . nd 4, 3 bands of thc 2nd pos it i\-: st n:L r,.

ounld bY correet ing the obseted ra diince of the 0, 3 b. nd foc ground retur! .

mltipling be tHi predicted intensity ratios. 'fliht portion of the P:\I signal

attributable to these bands is plotted vs time in tFigurt s 46-48, Ind vs Lltitud., i ,:

- the upleg and downleg portions of the flight in Figures 49-54.

The raidinnces of the 0. 7 and 1. 8 bands of the % egard-Kaplan svsteni iv to

ht. inferred from tile column emission of the 0, 6 band is mueu sured b, the upwa rd-

viewing photometer Pl I, because tile high-voltagc pwoCor sLurol' of tl.e downwamd-

viewing photometer P'A2 failed. Since there is no cont ribution from ground return

at these wavelengths, the radiance looking down may be given by

R dn(\lK;0,6;z) = t 1 0 0 1 6 (VK;0,6) - pVK'0, 6;z)
,1 1up

where td (IK;0,6;z) is the apparent column emission looking down,
dn

S100 1 6 (VK;0, 6) is the difference in radiance observed by the upward-viewing

photometer PFI between 100 km and the apogee of 156 kin, and R u(VK;0,6;z) is
up

the measured radiance as a function of altitude, z, as shown in Figures 40-42.

Multiplying Rdn(VK;O, 6;z) by the predicted intensity ratios gives the radiance due

to the 0, 7 and 1, 8 bands. The portion of the PA 1 signal attributable to these bands

is plotted vs time in Figures 55 and 56, and vs altitude for the upleg and downleg

portions of the flight in Figures 57-60.
Flinallv, the values for the contribution to the PA I signal nay be substituted

into Eq. (12), and the equation solved for S(2972;z). This function mav then

be used to solve for l{(2972.z) by using Eq. (13). The results are shown in

Figures 61 which plots the emission vs time, and in Figures 62 and 63 which plot

the emission vs altitude on upleg and downieg, respectively. The radiance at

apogee, looking down, represents 220 R of 0 S- P emission. This is the

equivalent of 3. 6 kR of 5577 A emission. The proportion of the signal from the

various emissions is shown at apogee in Table 5. About half of the signal from

photometer PAl is attributable to the atomic oxygen emission, the remainder being

from the two nitrogen systems.
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Table 5. Contribution to the PAl Signal From
OI N 2 2P and N 2 VK Emissions at Apogee

Signal

Feature (ctslframe) Percent

O S- 3 P 950 52

N2 2P(2, 0) 210 11

N 2 2P(3, 1) 125 7

N2 2P(4, 3) 42 2

N2 VK(0, 7) 460 25

N 2 VK(l, 8) 63 3

5.5 H (4 8 6 1 k)

Observations of hydrogen line emissions are used to measure the amount of

proton involvement in an aurora. 17 Although H is a weaker line than 11a , it par-

ticularly well suited for measurement with a rocket-borne filter photometer be-

cause it is reasonably well isolated from other auroral emissions, whereas H. is

blended with bands of the N 2 1st positive system. There is, however, an under-

lying continuum which must be measured separately and subtracted from the total

signal in the H photometer to obtain the column emission rate due to H alone.

The line is strongly Doppler shifted toward shorter wavelengths and broadened

as a result of the protons streaming into the atmosphere with considerable velocity

along the earth's magnetic field lines. Zwick and Shepherd 18 recorded typical

profiles looking both in the zenith and horizon directions. We used their typical

zenith profiles as shown in Figure 6,t to determine the relative band response of

H with photometer PF4. The total signal observed by the upward-viewing

photometer PF4 may be considered as the sum of the H emission and the under-
lying continuum, namely,

S(PF4, z)= Co(PF4) I (H 0,z) f OA(A) ,(PF4, A) d,,+ RA(z) Weq (PF4)] , (15)

where A A(A) is the Doppler-broadened spectral distribution of intensity over the line,

i(PF4, A) is the relative spectral response of the photometer, and R. is the spectral

radiance of the underlying continuum. RX was determined by means of the signal

17. Omholt, H. (1971) The Optical Aurora, Springer-Verlag, New York.

18. Zwick, If. IL., and Shepherd, GG. (1963) Some observations of hydrogen-line
profiles in the aurora, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys. 25:604.
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in a companion photometer, PF5, which observed only continuar 'ad I i'

45k interval around 5080 A

4828 4825 4836 4835 4648 4645 489 4855 4968 4865

L Figure 64. Typical Zenith Profiles of If
(See R~eference 19)

1, The apparent column emission for If1j emission is shown vs tinme in Figure (;7

and vs altitude for the upleg and downieg portions of the flight in Figure s 66 and

67. The emission drops sharply from BOI{ below 100 kmi to only 15 H- at ipfogee

(156 kni). It does not show thle st1*UCtUVr which appezirs in both the N+ 1st neaiive,2
and N 2 2nd positive altitude profiles.

*19. Lather, R. 11. (1.968) Spe- :al intenSity" J'AtioS; inl proton-indur'od a iors

J. Geophys. ties. 7.3: 119.
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The intensity ratio between H and the 1st negative bands of N + may be used
' 

2

to judge the relative contribution from primary protons and electrons in producing
17 19an aurora. Eather made measurements of the ratio A 3914/H of what were

m"3

believed to be typical hydrogen arcs over Fort Churchill early in the evening

(1730 - 2030 LT), and observed at zenith angles between 600 to 750 to the north,

close to the magnetic horizon plane. This time was selected because there was

rarely any trace of bright or structured aurora which would indicate electron pre-

cipitation. The rangeof A3914/H1- was between 10 and 17.5 with an average value

of 14 ± 2. This is in reasonable agreement with theoretical calculations by

Omholt, who concludes that when the X3914/H ratio approaches 10 to 14. it is

likely that the aurora is produced predominantly by protons. The ratio of X3914/H o

observed here ranged between 16, looking upward from 85 km, to about 20 at

apogee. This indicates that this aurora was produced to a substantial degree by

protons.

5.6 Continuum (5080A

Measurement of the night-sky continuum is of interest not only because it

underlies H and is necessary to accurately assess the proportion of H in the

signal from photometer PF4, but also because it is generally attributed to the air

hafterglow continuum which results from the reaction of nitric oxide and atomic

oxygen to form nitrogen dioxide. 20. i 21, 22 The NO + 0 reaction is a laboratory

standard of chemiluminescence and has been subject to numerous investigations

related to the complicated reaction mechanism as well as to the absolute photon

production rate. 23.24 An excellent review of these studies as they relate to

inferring NO concentrations in an aurora from optical measurements of the after-

!-1

glow continuum is given by Witt et al.

The apparent column emission of the night-sky continuum at 5080 1isushown

vs time for the upward-viewing photometer PF5 in Figure 68 and for the downward-

- viewing photometer PA6 in Figure 69. The same data is plotted as a function of

- altitude for the upleg and downleg portions of the flight in Figures 70-73. The

sharp peaks which are seen when viewing downward prior to 100 sec (Figure 69)
and at altitudes less than 110 km on upleg (Figure 72) are due to the photometers

viewing the lights from the Fairbanks Airport as the rocket was tipped over to

eject the nose cone, and to the fortuitous observations of the launch of the second

rocket in the series of four which were launched as part of the auroral-E program.

(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here.
See References, page 59.)
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Figure 71. Apparent
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The downward-viewing photometer measured a radiance of about 1.3 RI - 1

below 80 km. We interpret this signal as due to ground return. Both the upward-

viewing and downward-viewing photometers measure 0.6 ± 0. 1 R1 - 1 from the

auroral layer between 85 and 130 km, in reasonable agreement with measurements

of Sharp2 2 who reported intensities of the order of 1.0 R - 1 at 5200 A.
The sum of the apparent column emission of the upward-viewing and downward-

viewing photometers is shown vs time in Figure 74 and vs altitude on upleg and

downleg in Figures 75 and 76. The sum snows emission rates between 2. 8 and

3.0 R- 1, which includes the ground return of 1. 3 R1A 1 The sky above the emit-

ting layer contribus about 0.8 R - 1.

6. COMPARISON OF N+ IN AND N2 VK TO N2 2P

Plots of the ratio of the N+ to N2 2P emissions are useful because, although

both systems are excited by electron impact of neutral, ground-state molecular

nitrogen, there is a striking difference in the excitation cross-sections of the two

systems. Excitation of the N2 1N system is peaked at 100 eV and falls off only very

slowly with increasing energy, whereas the cross-section for excitation of the

N2 2P system is sharply peaked at 15 eV. Comparison of the two bands, then, is

a measure of the difference in the electron spectrum with altitude and is independent

of both the nitrogen profile and variations in intensity. The profile of

+ 1N(0, 0)/N 2P(0, 0) vs altitude is shown in Figures 77 and 78 for the upleg and
2 2

downleg portions of the flight. The ratio declines from about 2. 5 when viewing

upward below 115 km to 2. 1 when viewing from apogee (156 kin). This contrasts
25with the observations of Feldman and Doering who found that the ratio was nearly

independent of altitude in a 40 kR (X5577) aurora. The difference may be related

to the degree of proton excitation in the production of the auroral-E layer.

Figures 79 and 80 show the ratio of N2 VK(0, 6) to N 2 2P(0, 0) emission. Al-

though the A 3v+ is produced predominantly by cascading from upper levels.
U

primarily from the C state through emission of the 2P system, the process is com-

plicated by transitions between large numbers of vibrational levels. The ratio

declines from a maximum of 0. 5 at apogee to a minimum of 0. 25 at 105 km, in-

creasing to 0. 32 below 85 km. The VK system is highly quenched below 145 km

because of the long lifetime (z 2 s) of the A 3,,+ state. This explains the steady

rise in the ratio of the column emission of VK/2P as a function of altitude. Explana-

tion of the minimum at 105 km will require more detailed calculations.

25. Feldman, P. D., and Doering, J. P. (1975) Auroral electrons and the optical
emissions of nitrogen, J. Geophys. Res. 80:2808.
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-' Figure 77. Ratio of Column
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N2 2P(0. 0) vs Altitude as
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